1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a great deal of research focusing on the development of sampling algorithms for networks with small-world and/or power-law structure. The peer-to-peer research community (e.g., [7]) have used sampling to quickly explore and obtain a good representative sample of the network topology, as these networks are hard to explore completely and have significant amounts of churn in their topology. For collecting data from social networks, researchers often use snowball sampling (e.g., [2]) due to the lack of access to the complete graph. Leskovec et al. have developed Forest Fire Sampling, which uses a hybrid combination of snowball sampling and random-walk sampling to produce samples that match the temporal evolution of the underlying social network [5]. Hubler et al. have developed a Metropolis algorithm which samples in a manner designed to match desired properties in the original network [3].

Although there has been a great deal of research focusing on the development of sampling algorithms, much of this work is based on empirical study and evaluation (i.e., measuring the similarity between sampled and original network properties). There has been some work (e.g., [4, 8, 6]) that has studied the statistical properties of samples of complex networks produced by traditional sampling algorithms such as node sampling, edge sampling and random walks. However, there has been relatively little attention paid to the development of a theoretical foundation for sampling from networks—including a formal framework for sampling, an understanding of various network characteristics and their dependencies, and an analysis of their impact on the accuracy of sampling algorithms. In this paper, we reconsider the foundations of network sampling and attempt to formalize the goals, and process of, sampling, in order to frame future development and analysis of sampling algorithms.

2. Network Sampling

We start by defining population as a set of representative units of interest. The term sampling refers to the process of selecting a subset of the population, in order to measure certain characteristics of the subset, and then use the measurements to estimate properties of the whole population.

Much of the previous research on graph and network sampling has focused on algorithm development (i.e., sampling method). For example, research has focused on developing algorithms to sample small(er) graphs from a single large graph. There are been little attention paid to the other dimensions of the sampling process. For example, to the best of our knowledge, none of the recent work on network sampling includes an explicit definition of the population of interest or a description of the set of units under consideration. In addition, the proposed algorithms are typically evaluated by measuring the similarity between characteristics of sampled graphs and the original graph. This type of evaluation is an indirect proxy for “representativeness” and is not necessarily an accurate measure of sampling error.

Below, we explicitly consider the aims and decisions of the sampling process in the context of networks. The goal is to provide a solid methodological foundation for network sampling, from which we can empirically compare various graph sampling algorithms, and understand their relative strengths and weaknesses. Specifically, we outline and discuss the following four steps of the network of the sampling process: (1) define the study objectives, (2) define the elementary units and population, (3) choose a sampling procedure, and (4) evaluate the sampling error in either the parameter estimates or the representativeness of the samples. We discuss each of these in more detail next.

2.1. Study Objectives

A statistical population is typically defined as the set of all items that one wishes to study. In network sampling, the explicitly-stated goal is often to select a smaller graph from a larger network. However, there are often two different objectives of network sampling that are not explicitly stated:

1. To accurately estimate global network parameters (e.g., density, degree).
2. To select a subgraph with representative graph structure (e.g., to evaluate classification algorithms or network protocols overlaid on the graph structure).

Note that these objectives both focus on characteristics of entire networks rather than nodes or edges. In
addition, these two objectives may be difficult to satisfy simultaneously—i.e., if the sampled data enable accurate study of one, it may not allow accurate study of the other. We will discuss this issue in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.2. Units and Population

Once the study objectives are outlined, the population of interest can be defined by extension. In many cases, the definition of the population may be obvious. For example, if one wishes to study the characteristics of deciduous trees in the Midwest, the population is explicitly defined by the goal of the study. The main challenge is then to select a representative subset of trees (i.e., units) from this population in order to make the study cost efficient and feasible.

Other times, the population may be less tangible and difficult to define. For example, if one wishes to study the characteristics of a system or process, there is not a clearly defined set of items to study. Instead, one is often interested in the overall behavior of the system. In this case, the population can be defined as the set of possible outcomes from the system (e.g., measurements over all settings) and these units should be sampled according to their underlying probability distribution.

In the two network sampling objectives outlined above, the object of study is an entire network (either for structure or parameter estimation). This means that in these cases, the elementary units should correspond to networks, rather than nodes or dyads (i.e., pairs of linked nodes). As such, the population should be defined as a set of networks of a specified size, or the set of networks that could be generated by the same underlying process that created the input network. In practice, we can rarely observe multiple networks from the same domain. There is only one Internet, one World Wide Web, one Facebook friendship graph—although we can down-sample many smaller networks from these large networks, we cannot measure a second, independent instance. These networks are all complex systems evolving over time. Therefore, it may be more reasonable to define the population through the process that underlies the formation of the networks. Although it is difficult to model generative processes for networks, one of the primary goals of network analysis is to understand these processes—either the process which drives the network formation or the processes by which activity and information spread throughout the networks. As such, we argue that network processes are generally the true focus of study and populations should be defined accordingly.

The definition of a network population as the set of networks that could be generated from the same underlying process, clarifies several issues in graph sampling—by making the population definition more precise and tying it to study objectives. Figure 1 shows an example of graphs generated by a process \( P \) in the range \( n = 2 \) to \( n = 10,000 \). Let \( P \) be the process which can generate a set of graphs \( G \) (of any size). As shown in figure 1, the possible graphs are represented by a sequence of layers where each layer represents all graphs of a particular size \( n \) (ranging from an empty graph to a complete graph). For any two consecutive layers \( i \) and \( j \), there are several ways to go from one graph on \( i \) to another graph on \( j \) by adding only one node and some edges (zero or more). This implies that there is a lattice of all possible graphs with several paths to go from one layer to the next. However, it is not reasonable to assume that every graph is equally likely to be generated by a process \( P \), since \( P \) specifies the manner in which nodes connect in the graph. Therefore, there should be a probability distribution over graph structures, which specifies a nonnegative probability for the likelihood that a particular graph will be generated by \( P \). More specifically, we can consider a probability distribution over graphs of a particular size (i.e., \( n \) nodes), given the underlying process \( P \) as: \( P(G_n | P) \). We assume our input graph \( G^* \) of size \( n \) is drawn from this distribution. Then if the aim is to select subgraphs of size \( m < n \) with representative structure, the sampling algorithm should produce samples according to their likelihood in the distribution \( P(G_m | P) \). Thus algorithm evaluation could assess sample “representativeness” by estimating an empirical distribution for \( P(G_m | P) \) from the generated samples and compare it to \( P(G_m | P) \). If, on the other hand, the aim is to estimate population parameters for graphs of size \( n \), then the sampling algorithm should select networks of size \( m \), such that functions of those networks are equal to those of the larger graphs, i.e., \( F(G^*_m) = F(G_n) \), where \( F(g) \) is for example, the density of the graph \( g \).

One advantage of this view is that it makes the role of graph size explicit. If the aim is to obtain a sample of 10% of the nodes from the larger input graph that accurately reflects the graph structure of the underlying process \( P \), then sampling algorithms should produce sample graphs with a level of connectivity that would reasonably be generated from \( P \) with a smaller set of nodes. Indeed, this points to a flaw in current evaluation methods, which typically match metrics on the (smaller) sample graph to those observed on the (larger) original graph without a clearly defined sampling objective. In practice, however, our knowledge of the underlying process \( P \) will be limited. In particular, we typically have only a single (albeit large) network drawn from \( P \), which makes it difficult to infer \( P(G_m | P) \).

2.3. Example Sampling Methods

Once the population has been defined, a sampling method must be chosen to select units from the population. Here we describe three example sampling algorithms for networks: node sampling, forest fire sampling [5], and streaming time node sampling [1].
Node sampling In node sampling (NS), nodes are chosen independently and uniformly at random from the original graph for inclusion in the sampled graph. Once the sample reaches the desired size, all edges among the sampled nodes in the original graph are selected for inclusion in the sample.

Forest Fire Sampling Forest Fire sampling (FFS) [5] is a combination of node and edge sampling—nodes are first selected based on a random walk through the graph, then all edges among the selected nodes are chosen for the sample. The FFS algorithm starts by picking a node uniformly at random and adding it to the sample. Then the algorithm ‘burns’ a fraction of its outgoing links with the nodes attached to them. The fraction is a random number drawn from a geometric distribution with mean $p_f/(1 - p_f)$. (For the experiments in this paper, we use $p_f = 0.7$ as recommended in [5]). This process is recursively repeated for each neighbor that is burned until no new node is selected to be burned. If that occurs, a new node is chosen at random from the graph to start the process again. The process is continued until the desired number of nodes is selected.

Streaming Time Node Sampling Streaming Time Node Sampling (STNS) [1] is also a combination of node and edge sampling, where nodes are selected proportionally based on their communication activity over time. STNS samples all edges within a set of randomly selected time windows and then populates the node set with the corresponding nodes. Among the selected node set, STNS accumulates additional edges that occur due to communication outside the sampled time windows. The algorithm starts by scanning the activity timeline in a streaming fashion. A timestamp $t$ is selected from the activity timeline according to a Bernoulli process with mean $p_s = m/T$, where $T$ is the total number of timestamps and $m$ is the average number of timestamps needed to sample the desired number of nodes. STNS selects the nodes incident on activity edges that occur in the next time window ($[t, t + \tau]$, in this work we use $\tau = 1$ day). The process is repeated in a streaming fashion until the appropriate fraction of nodes is collected. Each node $v$ is associated with a sample time $st_v$ for when it is added to the sample. Then the algorithm chooses the edges $e = (v_i, v_j, t)$ such that $t \geq st_{v_i}$ and $t \geq st_{v_j}$. In other words, STNS only samples an activity edge that involves a particular node if it occurred after that node has been added to the sample.

Note that these algorithms focus only on obtaining some (random) selection of nodes or edges, as the units implicitly considered by these algorithms are either nodes or edges. To the best of our knowledge, there are no sampling algorithms that explicitly consider a population in which the elementary units are ‘networks’. While designing such an algorithm is still an open question, in the meantime, we investigate how the performance of existing algorithms compares when considering the objectives from Section 2.1.

2.4. Evaluating Sampled Networks

The evaluation of sampling algorithm accuracy should be tied to the study objectives—either measuring the quality of parameter estimates inferred from the samples, or measuring the representativeness of the sampled graph structure. However, networks sampling accuracy is often evaluated by comparing graph metrics (e.g., degree distributions) on the original and (smaller) sampled graphs. This approach makes at least two implicit assumptions about the evaluation procedure.

First, for the aim of selecting representative subnetworks, similarity in graph statistics only indirectly represents the underlying likelihood of the sampled network. That is, instead of measuring the likelihood of the subnetwork given the underlying process that generated the input graph directly, researchers consider the input graph statistics to be the target and measure the deviation of the subnetwork statistics from this target. Since this evaluation is substituted for the likelihood, we call it a proxy evaluation. The primary assumption with this proxy evaluation is that when the sampled network exhibits graph metrics similar to the original input network, then the sample is “close” to the mode of the distribution. Since the underlying distribution is not formally defined, it is not clear whether this assumption holds in practice. Moreover, when the statistics do not match exactly, the implicit assumption is that “closer” implies “more” representative. Again, it is not clear whether this holds for real world network processes. Furthermore, this indirect evaluation leaves open the possibility that other graph metrics might be better proxies for likelihood.

Second, for the aim of inferring population parameters of the original graph, using statistics from a smaller sampled graph implicitly assumes that the graph metrics are independent of graph size. However, this is unlikely to be true for many commonly used metrics. For example, consider the case where the original network consists of $n_o$ nodes and
we construct a 10% sample (i.e., \( n_s = 0.1n_o \)). Let \(|E_o|\) and \(|E_s|\) be the number of edges in the original and the sampled network respectively, and let the density in the original network be \( \text{den}_o = \frac{|E_o|}{n_o(n_o - 1)} \). Then if we match the density in the sampled graph: \( \text{den}_s : \frac{|E_s|}{0.1n_s(0.1n_s - 1)} = \frac{|E_o|}{n_o(n_o - 1)} \), the number of sample edges will be: \(|E_s| \approx 0.1^2|E_o| < 0.1|E_o|\). This shows the dependency of graph metrics on graph size. On the original graph, the average degree is \( \bar{d}_o = \frac{|E_o|}{n_o} \). On a smaller sample graph, if the density is equal to that of the original graph, then the average degree will be underestimated \( \bar{d}_s = \frac{|E_s|}{0.1n_s} \approx 0.1\bar{d}_o \). Similarly, if we aim to capture the original average degree in the sample, then the density will be overestimated. It is not clear which metric to optimize to produce “better” sample graphs.

The above argument demonstrates the connection between graph size and global network parameters theoretically. We can also investigate this empirically on real social network data generated by a process over time. Specifically we consider on a social activity network that consists of ‘mini’ communications among the set of 56,061 publicly visible Facebook users in a university network. Each Facebook user has a public message board called the ‘Wall’ on which other users can post small messages. From the Wall postings that span a whole year period, we construct a Wall graph with links from senders to different receivers. Each link is associated with the timestamp of the communication.

In figure 2, we show cumulative distributions for several network parameters, for both the original graph (i.e., \( n = 56061 \)) and a set of 25 smaller networks generated by the same underlying process. Since the original graph was constructed by aggregating social network activity over the span of a year, we can construct smaller networks from the same process by aggregating over windows of less than one year. Each small network is 20% of the size of the full graph (i.e., \( m = 0.20n \)). To collect a small network, we start from a randomly selected timestamp and add all edges with their incident nodes that appear after the timestamp, continuing the process until we reach the desired network size.

Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the degree, path length, and clustering coefficient distributions respectively for the full graph and a set of 25 temporal graph snapshots sampled from the underlying process. In the figures it is clear that the graph distributions, for the original network and the set of smaller networks, do not overlap and moreover, they show a distinct difference for the two different graph sizes. Specifically, the distributions for the small networks all have a higher fraction of low degree nodes, longer path lengths, and less clustering. This illustrates other potential dependencies between graph metrics and graph size and is thus more evidence that sampling algorithms will not be able to simultaneously satisfy objectives 1 and 2. We note however, that here we assume a stationary generative process for the networks. However, it’s possible that non-stationarity in the real data may impact the observed difference in graph metrics for different sized networks.

In the next section, we present an initial exploration of how the three example sampling algorithms perform for two different sampling objectives. Specifically, we use temporal activity graphs and measure network characteristics as they evolve over time in order to compare statistics to those of the original graph and the original graph when it was a smaller size.

3. Empirical Evaluation of Network Sampling

In the experimental evaluation, we compare STNS [1] to NS, and FFS [5]. In this comparison, we aim to explore how the three algorithms perform for the two different sampling objectives. We select these three algorithms since they have been shown to perform relatively well in several problems. Node sampling captures degree distributions due to its inclusion of all edges for a chosen node set, however, the original connectivity is less likely to be preserved [4]. Thus, NS can lead to biased estimates of clustering and path length properties. In some other situations, however, researchers have observed that NS produces reasonably good samples [5]. On the other hand, forest fire sampling has been shown to produce quite accurate samples in practice that match the original graph’s degree distribution and path length distribution. In addition, for temporal activity networks, STNS has been shown to capture not only degree and path lengths, but also clustering quite well [1]. We
also compare to a variant of STNS, which we refer to as STNS(N,E), which has two sampling parameters, one for the target number of nodes and another for the target number of edges. In STNS(N,E), we constrain the number of edges to be the number of edges in the graph when its size equals to the sample size back in time, only sampling edges until we meet this constraint.

We evaluate the four sampling algorithms on the Facebook data, comparing against both the full graph and against the set of 25 smaller-sized networks. Figure 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the degree, path length, and clustering coefficient distributions respectively for the three sampling algorithms.

From the figures, we can make the following observations. First, the distributions of the sampling algorithms are different even they have the same number of nodes (20%). STNS preserves all the distributions of the full graph better than NS and FFS, therefore STNS satisfies objective 1. However, none of the three algorithms produce a sample that accurately captures the graph structure at the smaller size (i.e., 20%n). Therefore, none of the three algorithms satisfy objective 2. Both FFS and NS fall in the middle between the distributions of the two graph sizes. This implies that FFS and NS neither satisfy objective 1 nor objective 2.

The differences between NS, FFS, and STNS is due to which nodes are added to the sample (low degree versus high degree nodes) and also how many edges are added. In general, STNS captures more edges of the sampled nodes which leads to a skewed sampled network that approximates the statistics of the full graph (objective 1) but does not represent the (smaller) graph structure well (objective 2). However, FFS and NS tend to sample fewer edges, which may be appropriate for smaller graphs, but results in misestimation of the graph metrics for larger graphs (objective 1). However, they are still far from the distributions for the small networks, thus, they fail to satisfy objective 2 as well.

Second, although STNS samples doesn’t represent the (smaller) graph structure well, STNS(N,E) produces samples that closely matches the distributions of the 20% networks—in fact for degree and clustering the STNS(N,E) distributions are hard to see because they fall in the same range as the 25 smaller networks. Most existing algorithms work with only one sampling parameter either for the number of nodes (e.g. node sampling) or for the number of edges (e.g. edge sampling). The STNS(N,E) results indicate that multiple parameters could be used to choose between the two sampling objectives with a single algorithm. However, it is unclear how to set the parameter $E$ if there is no access to the temporal evolution of the network.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we conjecture that a lack of precise problem formulation has made it difficult to accurately compare network sampling algorithms. Poorly specified objectives, lack of population definition, and indirect measurement of sampling error, all make it difficult to evaluate network sampling algorithms. To illustrate this, we showed empirically that current sampling methods perform differently with respect to two different study objectives.
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